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THE INTERPRETATION OF STRATEGIES: A STUDY OF THE IMPACT OF CEOS

ON THE CORPORATION

ABSTRACT

Obsessions play an important role in strategic management:

this paper shows how they establish causality between intention

and action. Following one month of continuous, direct observation

of CEOs at work, strategies were revealed to be intentional: by

their activities, the CEOs generated a -trotegic core consistent

with their preoccupations. The magnificent obsessions latent in

their preoccupations appeared as a common element in all their

activities and served as a key to understanding their compulsion

to address certain issues over others.



CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK'

While there is not yet much consensus concerning a

definition of strategy, two opposing approaches seem to have

dominated our studies: the free-will, strategic-choice model,

supported largely by practitioners, and the rather deterministic

resource-dependence or population-ecology perspective proposed by

several researchers. For the former, strategy is a question of

choices formulated and implemented in order to obtain a better

performance (Chandler, 1962; Ansoff, 1965; Ackoff, 1970; Andrews,

1971). Chandler's standpoint is very near the ancient Greek

concept of strategos, the art of the general. His definition

remains the most proactive one in the literature: strategy must

have an effect on the future of the enterprise. Ansoff adds that

it should be a frame within which actions are taken, a series of

rules that will create synergy between decisions. A good strategy

gives better control over one's future. Andrews and his Harvard

colleagues have more or less established the dominant definition

of strategy: "the pattern of objectives, purposes, or goals

stated in such a way as to define what business the company is in

or is to be in and the kind of company it is or is to be"

(Christensen, Andrews & Bower, 1973: 107). Defining strategy as

"a match between an organization's resources and skills and the

environmental opportunities and risks it faces, and the purposes

it wishes to accomplish," Hofer and Schendel (1978: 11) proposed

1 The author wishes to thank Jean Yves Le Louarn and
Manfred Kets de Vries for their helpful comments on earlier
drafts of this manuscript.
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a more operational definition.

A debate on the distinction between formulation and

implementation of strategies, with Steiner and Miner (1977: 19)

proposing a definition based on this dichotomy, or the distance

between analysis and action, intention and behavior, means and

ends gave the basis for the second perspective. Strategy is not

necessarily a question of choices made by the CEO. Graham Allison

(1971) has argued that organizational inertia or politics may by

themselves determine the actions taken by organizations. Pfeffer

and Salancik (1978) have proposed that organizations depend on

the availability of critical resources to survive. Hannan and

Freeman (1977) or Aldrich (1979) go even further in proposing a

process of natural selection of species for organizations: the

environment determines who will survive and executives have a

minimal impact on corporate development.

A middle-ground perspective has been developed (Mintzberg,

1978; Mintzberg and Waters, 1983) proposing that strategies are

not sequentially formulated and implemented but rather that they

form over time. To quote Mintzberg (1978: 935): "a strategy may

form gradually, perhaps without intention, as (the CEO) makes his

decisions one by one. Research on strategy formation (not

necessarily formulation) focuses on the tangible phenomenon - the

decision stream - and strategies become observed patterns in such

streams." The truth of the matter is probably that studying

strategy is not simple. Trying to understand the contribution of

human beings who play an important role in strategy does not
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simplify it.

The objective of this paper is to understand how CEOs

influence strategy formation. Although we position ourselves,

like Bowman (1986), mainly from the free-will perspective, we

also believe in some degree of determinism through patterns of

past decisions (Mintzberg and Waters 1983), myths (Hedberg and

Jonsson, 1977; Jonsson and Lundin, 1977), and momentum (Miller

and Friesen, 1979) which must all be taken into account, as

strategies develop by incremental actions (Quinn, 1980). We

therefore suggest four propositions concerning the impact of CEOs

on corporate strategies:

P 1 : CEOs will more or less enact (Weick, 1970) the

environmental and organizational conditions of strategy

making.

P	 Their daily activities will keep the organization in2 •'

focus with its strategy.

P	 The preoccupations, visions, or intentions of CEOs3 •'

directly impact on the whole process of strategy

formation.

P 4 : Any strategy is a product of three dimensions: the

environment, the organization, and the vision of the

executive (or executive constellation).

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

We usually have at least two broad choices in conducting

research on strategy. We can collect specific data from a large

sample of observations and then generalize on a well-defined
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problem. We can also choose to try to better describe a complex

phenomenon and decide to complete an in-depth study (Duncan,

1979; Spender, 1979; Schendel and Hofer, 1979; Sanday, 1979; Van

Maanen 1979a, 1979b). We chose to study strategy formation by

observing CEOs in their daily activities in order to see how they

go about it. Given our hypothesis that a CEO would regularly

spend some time dealing with environmental, organizational, and

personal issues, a very large set of ill-structured data was

needed to realize this study. Moreover, our model, developed from

a free-will perspective (figure I presents a simplified research

framework), proposes that the CEO's values are central to his

vision of the world (Chandler, 1962; Ansoff, 1965; Guth and

Tagiuri,1965; Andrews, 1971; Steiner and Miner, 1977; Hofer and

Schendel, 1978; Miles, Snow & Pfeffer, 1978; Wissema et al.,

1980). We chose to do an in-depth study in the Mintzberg (1979a)

tradition, with a design that would help us collect soft data on

the preoccupations and activities of CEOs.

Figure

Field research

The ethnographic approach aims at producing descriptive

data: written or spoken expressions and observable behavior of

the subjects under study. Bodgan and Taylor (1975:5) propose the

following definition: "...research characterized by a period of

intense social interaction between the researcher and the

subjects, in the milieu of the latter. During this period, data
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are unobtrusively and systematically collected." We can find

many important contributions that were based on fieldwork in

management: the Hawthorne Studies (Roethlisberger and Dickson,

1939), the Glacier project (Jaques, 1952), Melville Dalton's Men

Who Manage (1959), studies of bureaucracies (Blau, 1963; Crozier,

1963), and studies of managers (Carlson, 1951; Stewart, 1967;

Mintzberg, 1973). They all chose the ethnographic approach to

deal with complex or unknown issues and then generate further

studies. Anthropology contributed the ground rules for the

development of fieldwork. Malinowski (1963) claimed that the

anthropologist always had to start from an empirical fact or an

image engraved in his mind in order to reach the level of

abstraction and theorization necessary for scientific research;

he needed to stay away from concepts and remain near the subjects

he was observing. In his famous work about trade on the Argonauts

of the Western Pacific, he also addressed the issue of the

relationship between the observer and the subjects, a question

central to all fieldwork from participant-observer methodologies

or case analysis (Lofland, 1971; Diesing, 1972; Bodgan and

Taylor, 1975; Devereux, 1980; Lofland and Lofland, 1984) to the

clinical perspective (Schein, 1987).

Lofland and Lofland (1984) stress that fieldwork must rely

on four qualities: a commitment to get close and be factual,

descriptive, and quotive in order to represent the participants

"in their own terms." Field research demands both flexibility

and rigor in gathering, analyzing and interpreting data. Glaser
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and Strauss	 (1971) put	 forward the	 notions of accurate

description and saturation in discovering theory from data and

developing grounded theories. Clifford Geertz (1973) talks of

thick description and states that the researcher must read the

data and look for interpretations that satisfy the subjects under

observation (1973, 452):

"The culture of people is an ensemble of texts,
themselves ensembles, which the anthropologist strains
to read over the shoulders of those to whom they
properly belong. (...) But to regard such forms as
"saying something of something," and saying it to
somebody, is at least to open up the possibility of an
analysis which attends to their substance rather than
to reductive formulas professing to account for them."

To proceed in rigorously interpreting data, Kets de Vries (1984)

proposes four rules: thematic unity (shaping the data into an

interconnected, cohesive unit), pattern matching (searching for

structural parallels over time and events), psychological urgency

(identifying in any situation some most pressing problems); and

multiple function (analyzing from many different points of view,

since any data can have more than one meaning).

Research design:

We decided to sit with three presidents for one full month

each in order to take note of all their activities, i.e., what

they did or said during a day's work. We chose the interview

method to collect manifestations of their preoccupations: first,

a semi-structured introduction interview to get data on the

company, its environment, and the president's strategic concerns;

second, ad hoc interviews as needed to understand what they did

or said; finally, an exit interview to test our interpretations
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and get as much data as possible on the CEO's personal history.

We realized the difficulty we would encounter in getting

access to CEOs given our research design but believed it was the

best way to conduct the research. For example, we had more than

20 requests turned down to get 3 cases: Paul, president of a

private non-profit institution; Louis, president of a medium-

sized publicity agency; and Marcel, owner of a manufacturing

company. The introduction interview took on average 4 hours and

the concluding interview lasted at least an entire day. All

observations took place while sitting less than 10 feet away: at

a desk just outside Paul's office, at Louis's secretary's desk,

and behind a table in a corner facing Marcel. We missed less than

2 hours of direct observation with each over the whole month we

spent. We then proceeded to analyze the data, going deeper and

deeper into interpretation as we went from the manifest to the

latent data and getting more and more specific while the analysis

progressed as if in concentric circles.

Data: Three companies, three presidents 

Case 1 - ASSQ and Paul:

At the age of 23, Paul, a brilliant graduate student in

psychology, came home from a swimming trip with some pain in his

eyes. Three days later he had lost his sight: after unsuccessful

eye surgery, he permanently remained blind. As he recalls this

period 12 years later, Paul still wonders how he did not commit

suicide, especially the first year after the incident. Fighting

against the idea of living on welfare and unable to find a
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regular job, he set up ASSQ to help handicapped people live a

normal life. After 10 years of existence, ASSQ had grown to a

budget of nearly 1 million dollars, with operations more similar

to manufacturing than service-type charitable institutions.

A visit on site leaves a very modest impression: while

nearly 30 employees work on different projects, some 250

volunteers come and go to keep the production going. Yet we get

the strange feeling that nobody is working ! A minority of the

permanent employees stays for more than 20 weeks: they gare paid

by government employment creation grants, designed for

unemployed, less-specialized workers, that last only a limited

number of weeks. The personnel turnover is more than 250% a year.

We thus have an organization permanently made up of unskilled

temporary personnel: when not physically handicapped, most are

socially handicapped.

Employees spend a great deal of time talking together. Every

day begins with a long coffee hour in the meeting room, where

they all sit around a large table reading horoscopes. After some

time, Paul starts questioning one or another of them and people

slowly move toward work. He usually leaves the last and goes back

to his office with the controller. Time goes by as in any other

organization: the phone rings, people come and go in Paul's

office, the door of which is always opened. Paul, who lives

within walking distance, usually goes home for lunch and comes

back for the afternoon. He seldom stays at the office later than

5:00 P.M. but always brings some work home, doing most of his
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work very early in the morning from 4 until 7:00 A.M. This is

when he works on the budgets, on instruction manuals, and methods

and procedures for ASSQ. Back at work, day after day he deals

with budgets, employees, and programmes that have a three-month

life expectancy. Yet ASSQ keeps growing year after year, to

everybody's surprise, Paul's included !

Case 2 - Consultex and Louis:

In Canada, the seventies were booming years for publicity

agencies working in the French language. In line with the

political evolution in the Province of Quebec, clients were

asking for more and more original French material. By 1984, 20

of the 36 established agencies in Quebec had been created in the

seventies by French-speaking entrepreneurs. Louis was one of

them.

This industry is tough. Barriers to entry do not exist,

access to suppliers is very easy, and clients invite many

agencies to pitch (compete) on an account. It is also highly

sensitive to the general economic situation, with a usual

leadtime of 6 months. The early eighties were very difficult

years: the recession was severe and many agencies, small or very

large, went bankrupt. The race for growth turned into one for

survival.

In this highly competitive world, Louis, president of

Consultex, an agency he created some 15 years ago, likes to

describe himself as a "coach." He lives only for publicity and

has sacrificed everything to it: he has lost many friends,
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alienated employees whose performance did not meet his

expectations, recently divorced, and seldom takes any holidays or

days off. He arrives at the office at 8:00 A.M. and normally

stays past 10:00 P.M. Louis feels the fight is so tough that one

cannot afford to let the troops go to battle without a general.

Fighting is not unknown to Louis: as far as he can remember, he

was always a fighter. In college he played football, a team

fighting game; as a child, he had to face older twin brothers.

His first job in a publicity agency was a failure: his MBA was

not an asset in his dealings with the "artists" he had to

supervise. He then decided to build his own team and grow slowly

but surely.

At Consultex there is no flashy reception desk, no

decoration, carpets, or expensive furniture: in an industry where

revenues are unpredictable, you focus on the expenses and keep

them to a minimum. Louis tries to coach his employees to behave

like teammates; publicity must be a team effort. He sees no need

for large personal offices: people work in meeting rooms, around

a central table. During the day, Louis goes from one meeting to

another to know how each project is developing but also to make

sure there is a "Consultex trademark" on them. The phone also

keeps ringing, messages pile up on his desk, visitors come and

go, presentations are made to clients, and lunches and dinners

are scheduled to get the most out of each workday.

Case 3 - Vitrosol and Marcel:

Belleville is a small town 90 minutes away from Montreal. At
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the end of the last century Marcel's grandfather opened a general

store in a nearby village. The family business was left to his

four sons, who lived well on it until the dark days of the

Depression. Over the years it slowly changed into a door-and-

window-manufacturing	 company, an	 activity started by the

grandfather in the back of the store.

Marcel finished his studies at a prominent business school

in Montreal in the sixties and decided to work for a large

organization. Two years after graduation, his father told him

that unless he decided to run the family business, he would sell

it to some employees. Marcel decided to move back to Belleville.

When he took over Vitrosol it was barely profitable: father and

son could not earn a decent living out of it. Applying what he

had learned, he discovered that most product lines were not

profitable. He decided to close them down and specialize in a

niche where competitors would find entry tougher. He bought

sophisticated machinery and soon had to expand; five years later

he moved into larger, modern premises in Belleville. Vitrosol

kept growing 25 to 30% a year. Marcel bought more and more modern

equipment and built a reputation of excellence in the trade. The

number of employees grew to over 100. Five years ago, Marcel

decided that he could no longer manage Vitrosol alone and started

to recruit better-trained managers. He acquired a computer system

for the production operations and another one for management.

Marcel also owns two newspapers and meets weekly with the editor

to discuss the editorial. Every day he lunches in Belleville
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where all the influential people of the region eat at the same

table. He keeps informed on the political issues as well as on

the general state of the regional economy.

Marcel has a very regular working schedule at the office and

only brings reading material home. He walks around the production

area once or twice daily and spends most of the time in his

office with the door closed. Nevertheless, people keep coming and

going as Marcel works on quotations or talks on the phone to the

important customers. Looking toward the future, he hopes he will

more and more work to live, instead of living to work.

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

Having presented the raw data as 3 cases, we will now go

through the analysis in successive steps that will bring us from

the most specific, objective, measurable, manifest dimensions to

the interpreted, latent ones which will help us understand our

four propositions.

Step 1: Typical working days 

To describe what the CEOs did at work, we used simple and

easy measures: the frequency and length in minutes of all

activities and a frequency count of persons contacted. After a

few days of observation using common practices of field research,

the following categories became obvious: lunches, encounters (2

persons), meetings (3 or more), phone calls, intercom calls,

number of persons contacted, and solitary work. We reported in

table 1 the average length of time per month taken by each group

of activities (top part)	 and/or,	 where	 appropriate, the
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associated frequencies (bottom part). Since communications

account for a lot of time and a varying number of people can be

involved, we calculated a minutes-of-contact index (CM): the

minutes spent in an activity times the number of people directly

involved, implying a multiple effect in evaluating the impact of

CEOs on their organization. We also differentiated between the

time spent in total contacts including phone conversations and in

person, face-to-face contacts.

Table 1

Analysis reveals great differences among the 3 CEOs. The

average length of a working day varies from 402 minutes for Paul

to 742 for Louis and 456 for Marcel. The number of activities

averages 43, 58, and 103. We can already suspect that the CEOs

work at different paces. The minutes-of-contact measures show

that Louis gets 2.03 minutes of communication out of 1 minute at

work, Paul and Marcel respectively 1.39 and 1.11. From items 3

and 4 we note for Marcel that encounters take more time than

meetings, whereas the reverse is true for Paul and Louis. One may

also note from items 7 and 8 that the number of contacts

identified as referenced contacts is smaller than the number of

actual contacts except for Paul. Finally, Marcel, the only CEO to

work behind closed doors, spends more time doing solitary work

even if he is the most interrupted CEO of the 3.

Step 2: Patterns in activities 

Realizing the limitations of only three observations, we
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deliberately chose not to rely on statistics but rather on

classic rules of interpretation to identify patterns in

activities. To discover these patterns, we analyzed the Gestalts

that emerged from the data, taking	 into account the most

frequent	 activities	 and	 the	 nature	 and	 importance of

communications. We	 also used Mintzberg's (1979b) configurations

to describe the organizations.

Table 2

A controller pattern best describes Paul: he works with his

door open in order to hear what is happening (his office is right

beside the reception desk); he prefers encounters and small

meetings; people walk into his office to report on their work.

Paul does not sit in on all the meetings, but he keeps the

important files, like financing, for himself and works on them at

home. He takes all the important decisions without really sharing

them with others. He does not make or receive many phone calls

but constantly refers to possible contacts for his employees.

ASSQ is between a Simple Structure and an Adhocracy running an

average of 11 projects simultaneously. Although Paul seems to

leave a great deal of autonomy to the project teams, he keeps

control over the important issues in each project.

Louis shows a coordinator pattern. In the office before

most, he goes to every meeting and leaves the latest. His whole

life is devoted to Consultex: lunches become meetings,

interviews, or public relations affairs. His day is mostly spent
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in meetings -- with a ratio of 2.03 CM per minute, he is almost

always coordinating people. He says that a good coach has to

spend as much time with his team as possible. He works with the

door open: his subordinates know they can always enter for a

suggestion, an opinion, guidelines, or for approval. While he

spends 12% of his time on the phone, he controls 73% of the

calls. Consultex is a pure Simple Structure. As the CEO, Louis

deals with all important issues, from recruiting new "creatives"

to negotiating a merger. He signs all the checks, looks over the

preparation of "pitches," and coordinates production of all the

agency's output.

Marcel has an operator pattern. He closes his door to work

but that doesn't stop subordinates from coming in: he is

interrupted twice as often as Paul or Louis. He says he strives

for both efficiency and effectiveness; every day he plans his

agenda carefully in order to tackle as many problems as possible.

He spends equal time on solitary work and encounters, does not

believe that large meetings are very productive and favors short

work sessions. Marcel has a lower CM ratio than Louis or Paul but

he contacts more people in a day. He makes the greatest use of

the telephone (17% of his time), mostly with customers to whom he

phones to solve production or pricing problems. He does not work

much longer hours at the office than his employees and rarely

works at home, believing that after a day of work one becomes

less efficient and needs some rest. During lunches he socializes

with influential people from Belleville; he therefore feels
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better prepared to manage the editorial policy of the newspapers

that he owns. Vitrosol is slowly growing into a Machine

Bureaucracy with functional directors, methods and procedures,

and sophisticated EDP systems. But as more and more decisions are

taken by the managers Marcel remains an important part of the

operations, keeping his hands on the quotation process.

Step 3: Impact of contacts on activity patterns 

Studies of managers (Mintzberg, 1973; Kotter, 1982) have

stressed the importance of communications: Paul, Louis, and

Marcel spent 81%, 90%, and 77% of their time communicating. While

we listed many new names in the first days, as observation went

on we added fewer and fewer. If, indeed, it is true that

executives work within networks, in our cases these networks were

much smaller than those Kotter had projected from his shorter

observations. Listing and evaluating the frequencies of contacts

over the month, we noticed much "name-dropping": communication

was never established with some people who were mentioned by the

CEOs. We thus decided to create two categories, realized and

referenced contacts. All the names simply mentioned during

observation without any realized contact during the month fell

under the latter. We analyzed why and with whom CEOs had

contacts, related them to personal, environmental, or

organizational issues, and identified three styles of contacts.

Table 3

We found Paul to have a grandiose style of contacts: he
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presented the researcher to other people as a "psychiatrist

studying his megalomania." Although he had the longest contact

list, only 37% were realized; all other names were given to his

subordinates as references. Of the names, 97% belonged to the

environment category: the list included the Prime Ministers of

Quebec and Canada and other influential people in business or

politics. These names were dropped as if Paul knew the people

personally, but he never contacted any of them. On the other

hand, 72% of the realized contacts were organizational, with the

director of budgets and finance as the single most important one.

Outsiders in the environment category represented only 16% and

those for personal matters 12%. After analysis and discussion

with Paul, we concluded that his contacts were intangible and

externally focused on lobbyists. Paul needed to feel grandiose

and powerful, he needed to protect himself and ASSQ from the

great uncertainties in the environment.

Louis is the opposite of Paul in terms of contacts: 92 %

were realized, useful, and utilitarian and all the references

concerned environmental issues. Of the realized contacts, 52%

were organizational, showing the time spent by Louis "coaching"

his employees and going from one meeting to another.

Environmental issues accounted for 38% of the contacts with

people external to the organization and only 10% went for

personal matters. Louis lost no time in unproductive contacts;

proactive, he initiated most to solve pressing issues. His

contacts concerned mostly a merger, recruitment, 	 and some
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clients. Within the firm he spent most of his time with the

"creatives," the artists who create the publicity material,

keeping his hands on all Consultex production. We have identified

his style as being proactive—directive.

Analogy with the radar best describes how and why Marcel has

contacts. References, 24% of the list, were environmental in 83%

of the cases. Since Vitrosol is better structured than ASSQ or

Consultex, 7% of the references were internal, i.e., from one

department to another. Of the realized contacts, 60% were

organizational, 29% environmental, and the balance personal. The

customers dominated the environmental contacts, whereas the

people from marketing and production led the organizational ones.

Most were realized either to get or to give information. Many had

as their clear purpose evaluation of industry trends. One could

clearly see Marcel sending signals and waiting for returned

answers exactly like a radar.

Step 4: The essence of activities 

Tracing with whom the CEOs worked, we covered some 80% of

their activities; we shall now analyze their content. We

established a complete list of activities minute by minute, day

after day. For each CEO, we sorted the issues involved by

category and then grouped these categories within the larger

dimensions of the research: the CEO, the organization, and the

environment. Table 4 summarizes the data.

Table 4
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The 6,980 minutes of Paul's activities went into 31

categories. We were unable to classify 13% of the minutes

(activities like walking to the bathroom, saying hello to someone

in the hall, getting no answer to a phone call, etc.). Of the

activities, 64% were directly related to environmental issues and

half of these concerned stakeholders: over 30% of Paul's time was

taken in maintaining good relationships with them. For example,

he wrote a speech for a representative in Parliament having a

political rally in their district and organized a dinner for ASSQ

lobbyists. Suppliers and competitors were next, while users came

last in his external activities. Organizational issues, involving

26% of Paul's activities, were second in overall importance.

Management of projects represented the largest category of this

group, followed by the morning coffee sessions. All other issues

- fund raising, management of operations, budget control, and

methods and procedures - got the same attention. Finally,

personal matters like phoning friends, buying furniture, and

discussing personal issues with the researcher accounted for 93%

of the remaining 10% of Paul's total activities. It was very hard

to find a consistent pattern since detailed analysis showed much

eclecticism. Paul divided his time among several activities and

with many people who were not necessarily important for ASSQ.

We classified 92% of Louis's 15,311 minutes of work into 27

categories: execution best describes his activities, with 56% of

his time going to organizational issues. The "creatives" who

conceive the products, making or killing agencies, accounted for
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62% of those issues. Louis was not trained as a creative but as a

manager; yet, or perhaps because of that, he spent a great deal

of his time executing creative work. Managing the operations,

pricing, accounting, 	 collecting (17%),	 and recruiting and

managing human resources (15%) make for the balance.

Environmental issues came second with 34% of Louis's total time:

assessing competitors (ABC for a merger) represented 74% of that

time. Clients, actual or potential, represented only 12%.

Personal activities took 10% of his time: opinion of partners

(46%) or consultants (37%) on his corporate moves took most,

private matters only 9%, and managing his agenda another 5%.

Nobody - secretaries, receptionist, or subordinates - knew his

agenda. He kept total control of his day.

Sorting Marcel's activities generated 48 categories. The

organizational (46%) and environmental (45%) dimensions were

equally important, with 9% of the studied 8,555 minutes going to

personal matters. No category clearly dominated the latter,

though we "saw" Marcel meditate for 26% of his personal time

(periods when Marcel told the researcher about the issues to

which he was giving thought). Since his father's death, Marcel's

mother does some work for the newspapers. She came to see him

every day for personal matters like her pension fund and bills to

pay. His private affairs accounted for 24% and managing his

agenda, an important daily activity for Marcel, 15%.

Studying his organizational activities (46% of his working

time), production management stood for 28% of this category. He
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made sure that the production group followed market needs and

stayed ahead of competitors. This explains the importance given

to projects: six were under study by employees, each launched to

maintain Vitrosol's technological edge. Marcel also devoted time

to all the management functions: sales (18%), general management

(11%), finance (8%), personnel (5%), and the newspapers, a

separate SBU (4%). Under the environmental category (45%),

customers got most of his attention (63%). They represented 2,502

minutes spent in negotiations, visits, golf, discussions,

exchange of information, and so on. Daily lunches at the Calypso

came second, while competitors, suppliers, the government, and a

neighbor accounted for the balance. We found that innovation was

central to his activities. Moreover, given a well-structured

organization and	 managers that	 took most of the routine

decisions, he dealt with many more issues than Paul or Louis.

To summarize, the three presidents had very different

management	 styles.	 We	 could, essentially, describe their

activities as follows:	 Paul	 was	 an	 eclectic, grandiose

controller; Louis	 an executorial, proactive, and directive

coordinator; and Marcel a radar-like, innovative operator.

Step 5: The essence of preoccupations 

Studying preoccupations proved to be much more complicated

than expected. No answer to the simple question "What preoccupies

you?" appeared to be a strategic preoccupation! It was also

impossible and irrelevant to measure their importance in minutes

or frequency. We chose the psychoanalytic concepts of latent and
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manifest content developed by Freud (1926) in his theory of

dreams and considered the preoccupations as latent material and

the activities the manifest content to be interpreted.

Paraphrasing Freud, we used the preoccupations as the Royal Path

to analyze strategy, as a key to interpret the activities of the

CEOs. Table 5 presents the preoccupations sorted accordingly to

the dimensions of the model.

Table 5

Personal preoccupations led Paul's list, organizational

issues dominated for Louis, while Marcel had a balanced list. we

tried to find, latent in the preoccupations, patterns that might

help us interpret their activities. Paul's preoccupations were

characterized by ambivalence: he rarely made up his mind about an

issue and kept all avenues open, somehow a must for ASSQ in

facing its very uncertain future. No word other than efficiency,

however defined, could best describe Louis's preoccupations.

Marcel showed	 vigilance: he kept questioning subordinates,

friends, relatives and customers as well as himself. He never

seemed to know, kept hesitating and "pushing ideas a little

further."

Looking for interpretations according to the rule of

multiple function, we discovered in each CEO's inner theatre a

central theme, latent in most preoccupations and activities: we

termed it the Magnificent Obsession. Behind Paul's grandiose

ideas, we found a deep fear of dependency and a need for autonomy
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central to his preoccupations. Louis's preoccupations were

detail-oriented, showing his compulsion to make money: everything

was a dollars-and-cents issue. Finally, we found that Marcel was

thing-oriented through his obsession for quality in products,

machines, facilities, management, and life in general. We

understood that he would rather replace most employees by

machines if it were possible.

Trice (1985: 228) defined myths as "imaginative, taken-for-

granted explanations of how collective behavior 	 should go

forward."	 In each situation, the CEO fed such myths as gave

momentum to his Magnificent Obsession. At ASSQ, handicaps

provided a collective explanation for all actions: everybody,

everything, the organization itself were seen as handicapped. In

this way, Paul sustained his obsession with autonomy. Consultex's

myth was fighting: in a publicity agency, one has to fight to

survive and work long hours to "make it"; like war or a football

game, the troops keep close together in facing the enemy. Louis's

obsession with making money was well served by such hard-working

employees. Finally, at Vitrosol technology was the powerful myth

that served Marcel's obsession with quality. It had once saved

the company by creating a niche; today everybody believed that

products, production facilities, and management systems needed

always to be state of the art for the company to succeed.

Looking for styles in these preoccupations, we used Kets de

Vries and Miller (1984) and found that, in essence, Paul showed a

narcissistic behavior pattern and had a dramatic style. Driven by
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grandiosity, ambivalence, and eclecticism, he did all he could to

get attention. Sometimes easy to influence, he would go one way

or another according to his inspiration. Many of his decisions

were very risky and did not always show much coherence. Louis

clearly had a compulsive style of preoccupations: he did all he

could to make sure his subordinates would follow his

instructions, looking at every possible detail. He never rested

and kept phoning partners or friends for opinions, thus delaying

important decisions; he saw the world as a battlefield where you

either won or lost. He tried to control everything and managed a

very efficient and profitable operation. Marcel, finally, had a

somewhat schizoid style. He tried to stay at a distance from

people, minimizing the problems human beings created in

management by buying advanced technological equipment. He also

wished to take distance from Vitrosol, did not want to see it

grow too much, but still could not envision the future without

it. His strategy, although adequate, was hesitant and the company

was slow in making the changes that were studied for many months

by project teams. He was looking for a Chief Operating Officer

but would not let the individual chosen accelerate Vitrosol's

growth rate.

DISCUSSION

Proposition 1: CEOs will more or less enact (Weick, 1970) the 

environmental and organizational conditions of strategy making. 

What do CEOs really do at work ? To say that they write,

speak, phone, or meet to play managerial roles (Mintzberg, 1973)
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remains unsatisfactory. A month of observation shows that they

generate an essential output, which we call the strategic core by

analogy with the notion of technological core (Woodward, 1958;

Thompson, 1967). This core is what CEOs enact: it is central to

the existence of the organization, its mission (Steiner and

Miner, 1977), and its purpose (Andrews, 1971). CEOs do not spend

their time at random but concentrate on activities they feel are

crucial to the survival or growth of their firm. The core varies

greatly from one organization to another, indicating their state

of development and the major problems they have to face.

The main argument in using the activities of the presidents

to identify strategic issues is that issues or persons gain

importance in organizations simply because presidents devote more

or less time to them. This is what the strategic core is all

about and where enactment takes on all its meaning. Whereas Paul

and Marcel mostly had management outputs (systems, quotations),

Louis concentrated on the products (pitches). Their messages were

obvious: methods and procedures had to be well documented,

understood and followed at ASSQ, pitches had to be excellent at

Consultex, and the quotations sent to Vitrosol's customers were

expected to be the sharpest in the industry. Analysis of their

activities gave us access to these strategic cores.

Proposition 2: Their daily activities will keep the organization

in focus with its strategy. 

Since studies of managerial work (Mintzberg, 1973, 1975;

Kotter, 1982) have replaced the "folklore" (managers plan,
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organize, and control) by the "facts" (talk, phone, laugh, eat,

and so on), there is some debate as to whether managers plan or

not (Snyder & Glueck, 1980; Mintzberg, 1981), as their work is

made up of so many interruptions. Our three CEOs worked at an

unrelenting pace; Marcel, the only one to work with the door

closed, even had twice as many interruptions as Paul or Louis.

Since the total monthly number of activities (interruptions) was

so large (743, 1,101 & 1,755), can we, too, suggest that managers

do not plan?

The study of activities reveals, on the other hand, that the

number of issues was much more limited (31, 27 & 48 categories).

Above and beyond interruptions, CEOs demonstrate continuity. This

study represents the longest continuous observation of presidents

at work: in comparison, Mintzberg spent five days with his

managers and Kotter still less in direct observation. During the

first days we noticed the same phenomena as our predecessors; as

we spent more and more time on site, we felt less and less

estranged and fewer and fewer new issues arose. The longer we

observed, the more continuity appeared in the apparently

unrelated observations; this could hardly be verified over a

single week or a few days.

From our observation we hypothesize that most CEOs are

similar: they remain very flexible in their activities in order

to stay close to the action and be easily available to those near

the strategic core. But whenever they have a few minutes to

themselves, early or late at the office or sometimes at home,
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they complete what they consider important, to be done only by

themselves. By being flexible they keep the organization in focus

with the strategic issues, showing continuity above and beyond

what seems to be only a series of interruptions. Should we

redefine planning as the maintaining of continuity in

organizations?

Proposition 3: The preoccupations, visions, or intentions of CEOs 

directly impact on the whole process of strategy formation. 

Analyzing the activities of CEOs over a month revealed more

than continuity: they seemed almost obsessive. Here lie, we

believe, the roots of enactment. We do not refer to a restricted

definition of obsessive-compulsiveness (Shapiro, 1975), but the

behavior we observed, similar to that described by Kotter or

Peters and Waterman (1982), had many traits of obsessiveness. Our

CEOs showed some rigidity in their visions, which is important in

giving a strategic direction to their activities. They could

simplify complex situations and look only at the important

details. They were also capable of concentration even if they

kept being interrupted. Studying obsessive people, Shapiro called

this kind of behavior a capacity for volitional direction of

attention (1975: 29).

There are many pressures that generate obsessiveness in

CEOs. They are always expected to work harder, week after week,

year after year, ever improving, more efficient, and more

knowledgeable. In order to be able to manage daily with high

uncertainty, CEOs focus their activities to impact on strategy
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formation: analysis of their preoccupations revealed a

Magnificent Obsession behind their activities. It explained why

they worked so hard but also which activities were central to the

strategic core. Paul wanted as much autonomy as possible for

himself through ASSQ; Louis wanted to get rich, so he managed to

get the highest return out of each one of his employees; Marcel

wanted quality of life above all. His case is interesting: we

found out, in fact, that he never really wanted to go back to a

small town like Belleville and be in charge of a small

manufacturing company employing people who do not show for work

in order to go hunting or fishing. He had studied in Montreal and

now wanted all that a large city could offer. He built the most

modern house in Belleville; he bought the most sophisticated

machinery so as not to depend too much on human beings; he drove

a costly German car and imposed quality in everything that

surrounded him, at home as well as at Vitrosol.

This study suggests that obsessions play a central role in

strategies and questions of efficiency relate to them, while

management cultures may be an expression of the Magnificent

Obsessions of CEOs. We also noticed in the cases that they use

rituals, metaphors, and organizational myths (Hedberg & Jonsson,

1977; Jonsson & Lundin, 1977) to disseminate the obsession.

Proposition 4: Any strategy is a product of three dimensions: the 

environment, the organization, and the vision of the executive 

(or executive constellation). 

This research was initiated because we thought explicit
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strategies would be related to preoccupations. However, none of

the observed CEOs could formalize an explicit strategy. None even

mentioned a preoccupation with having a strategy. Nor can we

extend "not having an explicit strategy" to implying that it is

then implicit (Andrews, 1971). Our observation leads us to think

that having a strong strategic frame of reference for sorting

information is more important. In other words, the ability to

balance personal, organizational, and environmental issues

suggested differences of strategic health in our three cases.

Of the three, only Marcel could answer questions about

trends, opportunities, and threats in the environment, strengths

and weaknesses, and the distinctive competence of his company. He

was the only one who could distance himself from the company even

though he owned it. He was preoccupied with his impact on

Vitrosol and with coherence in his actions. He wanted to find out

what to do to survive in the long run. Performance analyses

revealed that Vitrosol was the most profitable and least

vulnerable of the three. Marcel also produced the most balanced

strategic core. He could understand our questions about strategic

issues and easily answer more or less standard business policy

questions in interviews. Neither Paul nor Louis could do so.

We think proposition 4 should be tested in further studies:

having a three-dimensional understanding of strategic reality as

proposed by our classic model may turn out to be more important

than having an implicit or explicit strategy. When employees come

with questions or with alternatives for action, a CEO may then
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more easily help them focus on the strategic issues of the

company. Observation suggests that once CEOs focus on issues

they enact their importance through their daily activities.

Conclusion 

This paper has tried to be provocative albeit rigorous in

its questions, methodology, and interpretations. The observation

over a month of presidents in action generated an incredible

amount of data. We wanted to study the relationship between

intention and action, keeping in balance the determinist and

free-will visions in opposition in the business policy field. The

methodology we chose (participant observation), produced the data

needed to address the questions we had raised, but our

interpretations can always be questioned -- see the December 1979

ASQ issue on qualitative approaches to research. We have tried to

get close and be factual, descriptive, and quotive. The rules of

thematic unity, pattern matching, psychological urgency, and

multiple function are central to our interpretation of the data.

We have proceeded from the manifest, measurable aspects to the

latent, hidden, and more debatable dimensions. Even if this

methodology is time-consuming, we believe that it should be used

again with presidents of larger organizations, who should not

overlook this exceptional opportunity to communicate with a

researcher about an organization's strategy.

Although we have no strong theory to offer as yet, we

believe that this paper contributes to the development of a

middle-ground	 theory	 of	 managerial action and identifies
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important questions for further analysis. Firstly, we think that

our fourth proposition could easily be tested in another research

project. Second, we believe that interpreting Magnificent

Obsessions is a step forward toward making sense out of what may

seem to be eclectic activities; moreover it may help researchers

understand the frequently-used concept of enactment (Weick, 1970;

Miles et al., 1974; Bourgeois, 1980). We would finally like to

suggest that the notion of strategic core may be the main

contribution of this study and that it warrants more exploration.

In our opinion it pulls together intentions and action, analysis

and performance.
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TABLE 2

PATTERNS IN ACTIVITIES

A.S.S.Q.	 CONSULT=
	

I

	
VITROSOL

Structural
configuration

Simple	 Structure
with Adhocracy

Simple Structure Simple	 Structure
turning to Machine
Bureaucracy

CEO Paul P. Louis C. Marcel M.

Length of day at
the office 410 min. 742 min. 562 min.

Work sites Office	 and daily
at home

Office °nil, Mostly	 office but
home readings

Lunch use Solitary rest Work oriented Socialization

Door attitude Opened door Opened door Closed door

Average	 number of
daily activities 44 58 103

Dominating	 types Encounters Meetings Encounters
of activities Meetings Encounters Solitary work

Length of 327 min. 670 min. 433 min.
communications (81 %) (90 %) (77 %)

Average people met 11 22 22

Av. refenced names 13 5 11

Average	 ratio of
contact-minutes
per minute 1.39 2.03 1.11

Importance	 of the 23 min. 87 min. 95 min.
telephone (6 %) (12 %) (17 %)

Proactive calls 64 % 73 % 64 %

Main telephone
contacts Network Merger target Customers

ACTIVITY PATTERNS COIVTROLLER COORDINATOR	 OPERATOR



TABLE 3

IMPACT OF CONTACTS ON THE ACTIVITY PATTERNS

A.S.S.Q•
1	

CONSULTER VITROSOL

Structural Simple	 Structure Simple Structure Simple	 Structure
configuration with Adhocracy turning to Machine

Bureaucracy

CEO Paul P. Louis C. Marcel M.

Pattern in
activities CONTROLLER COORDINATOR OPERATOR

Total number of
contacts/Month 183 157 166

Realized contacts 37% 92% 76%

Distribution:
Personal 12% 10% 11%
Organizational 72% 52% 60%
Environmental 16% 38% 29%

Referenced names 63% 8% 24%

Distribution:
Personal 1% 0% 10%
Organizational 2% 0% 7%
Environmental 97% 100% 83%

Leading
environmental
contacts

Lobbyists Related	 to files,
issues in process

Customers

Leading Finance and Creatives Marketing and
organizational
contacts

accounting people production people

Purpose of most Nebulous: Utilitarian: Informative:
contacts protection against

uncertainty
decision making evaluation of

industry trends

STYLE OF CONTACTS GRANDIOSE PROACTIVE- RADAR-LIKE
DIRECTIVE



TABLE 4
THE ESSENCE OF ACTIVITIES

A.S.S.Q. CONSULTER VITROSOL

Structural Simple	 Structure simple Structure Simple	 Structure
configuration with Adhocracy turning to Machine

Bureaucracy

CEO Paul P. Louis C. Marcel M.

Pattern in
activities CONTROLLER COORDINATOR OPERATOR

Style of contacts GRANDIOSE PROACTIVE- RADAR-LIRE
DIRECTIVE

Number of activity
categories 31 27 48

Distribution:
Personal 10% 10% 10%
Organizational 26% 56% 46%
Environmental 64% 34% 45%

Personal Private	 93% Partners	 46% Meditation	 26%
activities Agenda	 4% Consultants	 37% Mother	 24%

Meditation	 3% Private	 9% Private	 24%
Meditation	 5% Agenda	 15%
Agenda	 3% City merger	 11%

Organizational Project mgt	 31% Creatives	 62% Operations mgt 28%
activities Coffee	 15% Operations mgt 17% New projects	 26%

Fund-raising Human resour- Sales mgt	 18%
campaign	 14% ces mgt	 15% General mgt	 11%

Operations mgt 13% General mgt	 4% Financial mgt	 8%
Financial mgt	 13%
Methods and
procedures	 12%

Annual party	 2% Human resour-
ces mgt	 5%

Newspapers	 4%
Corporate image 2%

Environmental Stakeholders	 48% Competitors	 74% Customers	 63%
activities Suppliers	 25% Customers	 12% Lunches at La

Competitors	 14% Visitors	 8% Calypso	 25%
Customers	 9% Public Competitors	 6%
Members	 4% relations	 6% Suppliers	 4%

Government	 1%
Neighbor	 1%

ESSENCE OF
ACTIVITIES ECLECTICISM EXECUTION INNOVATION



TABLE 5
THE ESSENCE OF PREOCCUPATIONS  

I
A.S.S.Q.   I CONSUL=

- Slow down  

VITROSOL             

- Salary inequities
- Help weak people
- Be	 less	 a

figurehead
- Board composition
- Understand

everything
- Produce changes
- Fear of security
- Have an impact
- Create jobs
- Close to powerful
people

- Get into power
circles

- Have	 a proba-
bilist vision

- Remain
independent     

- Quality of life
- Balance his needs
- Find a "guru"
- Vitrosol or

newspapers ?
- Share ownership
- How to use his free

time ? 

Distribution
of
preoccupa-
tions:

Personal   

- Become no 1.
- Profitability
- Merger or

acquisition
- Consultex style
- Buy an English-

speaking agency
- Find a creative
- Build synergy

between creative
and ABC merger

- Better structure
- Get ABC for free
- Creative team
- Profit centers
- Preserve his

market share
- Fewer free-lance

employees
- Controlled growth
- Financial health
- Have aggressive

employees                       

- Growth rate
- Replacing the

operations VP
- Space needs
- Joint-venture ?
- Product lines
- Profitability
- Number of employees
- Manpower
- Better communica-

tions 

Organiza-
tional

- Long-term planning
- Structuring ASSQ
- The SRL project
- The MTL branch
- New equipments
- Increase revenues    

Environ-
mental

- Private funding
- Government funding
- Fund-raising cam-

paign
- Evolution of

politics
- Ottawa branch

- Get on US market
- Find a merger

opportunity
- Win pitch XYZ

- Industry war
- New technologies
- Customer No. 5
- Impact of Bill 17
- Get on US market
- Competitors'

offensive
- Relative

performance        

FOCUS

PATTERN

MAGNIFICENT
OBSESSION

CENTRAL MYTH

STYLE

HIMSELF

AMBIVALENCE

AUTONOMY

HANDICAP

DRAMATIC

CONSULTEX

EFFICIENCY

MONEY

FIGHTING

COMPULSIVE

NONE: BALANCE

VIGILANCE

QUALITY

TECHNOLOGY

SCHIZOID    
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